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On the Shoulders of Giants
The Mythopoeic Society has launched into a series of 50th
anniversaries: the founding of the Society in 2017, the conception
and launch of our scholarly journal Mythlore in 2018, and the
establishment of our Mythopoeic Conference in 2019. Our theme
is suggested by the ways in which Inklings scholarship has built
on such good foundations.
We will celebrate these foundations and fifty years of building
"On the Shoulders of Giants" at Mythcon 49.

-----+----Guests of Honor
Dr. Robin Anne Reid, Tolkien Scholar
Donato Giancola, Fantasy Artist

-----+----Mythcon 49 Committee
Alicia Fox-Lenz
Lynn Maudlin
Jason Fisher
Tim Lenz

Mythcon 49 Chair
Mythcon Steward
Papers Coordinator
Hospitality

Megan Abrahamson
Rebecca Perry

Guest Liaison
GOH Liaison

Becky Dillon
Celia Sullivan
Cary Hoagland
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"Atlanta would be a good place to have a Mythcon. Ws
one of the easiest cities in the world to travel to,,, has very
much become my "In a hole in the ground there lived a
hobbit." Little did I know what an adventure those words
would set me upon. Now, two years later, my journey is
nearing an end right as yours begins.
Welcome to Mythcon 49! This is the first year Mythcon has
come to Georgia, and only the second time it's ventured
into the south at all. The last time was Tennessee 15 years
ago! Atlanta is a vibrant city with some unique charms that
I'm excited to share with all of you. Mythcon is situated in
the middle of pretty much everything in downtown. There
are plenty of places to go, things to see, and tasty food to
eat. Grab a friend, explore a little during your stay, and
learn that Atlanta is more than that labyrinthine airport
you are constantly connecting through.
Within this program book you should find all of the answers to your Mythcon-related questions: what time and
where things are happening, what people will be talking
about, who might win a Mythopoeic award, and what time
the hospitality suite opens.
Please have a wonderful time full of exciting discussion,
meeting friends old and new, and most importantly (as far
as I'm concerned) Golfimbul.
-Alicia Fox-Lenz
Mythcon49 Chair
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Scholar Guest of Honor
Dr. Robin Anne Reid
Robin Anne Reid, Ph.D., is a Professor in the
Department of Literature and Languages at
Texas A&M University-Commerce. Her teaching areas are creative writing, critical theory,
and marginalized literatures. She edited the
two-volume Women in Science Fiction and Fantasy, published in 2009 by Greenwood Press.
She co-directed two N.E.H. Tolkien Institutes
for School Teachers on Teaching Tolkien
(2004, 2009) with Dr. Judy Ann Ford, History, A&M-Commerce. She and Dr. Ford teamtaught a series of undergraduate and graduate
courses on Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings,
both face to face and online. Their collaborative essay, ' ... things that were, and things that are, and things that yet may
be:' Teaching Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings On-Line, is included in Approaches to Teaching Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings and Other Works, edited
by Dr. Leslie Donovan, published by The Modern Language Association
of America in 2015.
Dr. Reid and Dr. Ford have also published on Peter Jackson's The Lord
of the Rings. Recent Tolkien publications are an essay on female bodies
and femininities in The Lord of the Rings in The Body in Tolkien's Legendarium, edited by Christopher Vaccaro, a bibliographic essay on the
history of scholarship on female characters in Tolkien's work in Perilous and Fair, edited by Janet Brennan Croft and Leslie Donovan, and
a bibliographic essay on race and Tolkien studies in Tolkien and Alterity, edited by Christopher Vaccaro and Yvette Kisor. Besides her work
on Tolkien and feminist science fiction, she has also published on fan
productions and fan activism in online media fandom. She is a regular contributor to "The Year's Work in Tolkien Studies» in the annual
journal, Tolkien Studies.

Pick up a copy of Perilous and Fair, featuring Dr. Reid's bibliographic
essay, at the Mythopoeic Society's Orders Department table in the
Dealers' Room (located in the Georgian Room, on the lobby level)
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Artist Guest of Honor
Donato Giancola
As one of the world's most recognized and
awarded Imaginative Realist artists, Donato Giancola shares his passion for figurative
arts not only through his unique body of oil
paintings and drawings, but also teaching
inspired future generations of creators at the
Illustration Master Class, the School of Visual
Arts, online through the SmArt School, as well
as lecturing and exhibiting at various institutions, seminars, and conventions worldwide.
From J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
to Botticelli's La Primivera, Donato balances
modem concepts with historical inspirations
.
.
.
.
to bridge the worlds of contemporary and
h1stoncal fl?urat1ve arts in his work. Influences encompass strolls along
New York City streets as well as pilgrimages to museums and art institution_s - incl~di~g. the Uffizzi, Prado, Louvre, and Hermitage. Donato recogmzes the s1gmf1cant cultural role played by visual art and makes person al efforts to contribute to the expansion and appreciation of the narrative
genre that extend beyond the commissions of his clients.
Since beginning his professional career in 1993, Donato's list of clients has
grown to include major book publishers in New York to concept design firms
on the West Coast: notables include The United Nations, LucasArts, National
Geographic, Scientific American, CNN, DC Comics, Microsoft, The Village Voice,
Playboy Magazine, US Postal Service, Wizards of the Coast, Scholastic, Simon&Schuster, Tor Books, Random House, Time/Warner, SyFy, Milton-Bradley,
and Hasbro. Awards range from the Hamilton King Award from the Society of
Illustrators to twenty-three Chesley Awards from the Association of Science
Fiction and Fantasy Artists, three Artist Hugo Awards for outstanding professional work from the World Science Fiction Society, notable awards from the
Art Renewal Center, and six silver and two gold medals from the juried annual
Spectrum: The Best of Contemporary Fantastic Art.
Donato is currently engaged with series works on the themes of empathetic robots, astronauts, commercial cover commissions, and continued
explorations within Middle-earth and other inspired worlds. You can
learn more about Donato's art and techniques at www.donatoart.com and
be sure to cruise through his wonderful gallery.
Donato lives with his wife and two daughters in Brooklyn, New York.
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Programming
New to Mythcon?
If you didn't receive a sticker for your badge upon registration, please come
by the registration desk to receive one. Veteran Mythies will buddy up with
you at meal times to ensure our communal atmosphere.

--------- + ~-------Registration
The registration desk may be found
in the reception area on the third
floor from 2-6 Friday, and 8-5 Saturday and Sunday. This is where you
will receive your badge and other
materials. Please wear your badge
at all times for access to conference
activities. Day passes and on-site
registration are also available here.

Papers and Panels
The major activities at Mythcon are
the paper presentations and panel
discussions which discuss aspects of
the works of the Inklings, the conference theme, or other related topics. The paper schedule and abstracts
of this year's papers are included
later in this program. Presenters are
encouraged to submit their papers

for consideration to Myth/ore.

Stewards, Reception
Come to the ballroom Friday evening
to meet the Stewards and Guests of
Honor in attendance while partaking
in some delicious barbeque
and excellent company.
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Banquet and
Mythopoeic Awards
Sunday evening features the banquet
and the presentation of the annual Mythopoeic Awards. The banquet also features the Artist Guest
of Honor keynote address, and the
awards ceremonies for Golfimbul,
Clerihews, and the Masquerade. It
is also likely the Not Ready for
Mythcon Players will continue to
not be ready to perform.

Hospitality Suite
Join us in the Presidential suite in
the evenings for beverages, snacks,
socializing, and merriment.

Society Auction
The silent auction of books and other
treasures can be found in the Georgian room with the dealers. Any i~em
with multiple bids will go to the hve
auction on Sunday at 4pm.
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Dealers' Room
Mythcon's marketplace for books,
art, jewelry, and other wares. The
Mythopoeic Society's Orders Department will also be there, offering
current and back issues of, and subscriptions to all Society publications.

Dining Options
Downtown Atlanta has many fine
eateries located convenient to the
conference venue - please find some
of our recommendations below for
group dining, all of which are open
for both lunch and dinner throughout the conference.
Meehan's Public House ($$,

0.1

miles)

Irish establishment with ornate decor serving up pints & chow including sizable sandwiches and burgers.
Right across the street from the
conference venue. Reservations have
been made for 10 people each at the
following meal times:

Peachtree Center ($, 0.1 miles)
A wide selection of counter service

~estaurants in a food-court setting,
mcluding Au Bon Pain (Sandwiches/
Baked Goods), Beni' s Cubano (Cuban), Firehouse Subs (Sandwiches),
Great Wraps (Wraps/Sandwiches),
Moe's Southwest Grill (Mexican),
Panbury's Pie Cafe (Meat/Vegetable
Pies), Yami Yami (Asian/Sushi),
and more.
Ted's Montana Grill($$, 0.2 miles)

Old West-style steakhouse
chain known for its burgers &
chops made from bison. No
reservations required.
Gus's World Famous Fried Chicken
($,

0.2

miles)

Long-running chain serving
spicy fried chicken & comfort
sides in a low-key setting. No
reservations required.
Metro Cafe Diner ($$, 0.1 miles)

Sat, July 21st - 12:15pm & 6:15 pm
Sun, July 22nd - 12:15pm

Booth seating, neon lights, and allday breakfast menu plus other diner
staples. No reservations required.

Fairlie Poplar($-$$, 0.2 miles)

Tin Lizzy's Cantina ($$, 0.1 miles)

A wide selection of fast and fast-casual restaurants, including Blossom
Tree (Korean), Dua (Vietnamese
Noodle Soup), Moe's Southwest Grill
(Mexican), NaanStop (Indian), Subway (Sandwiches), and more.

Atlanta Mexican/Tex-Mex chain, famous for Margaritas and rooftop bar.
Waffle House ($, 0.3 miles)

Classic Southern breakfast chain
offering American diner fare & allday breakfast, including signature
waffles. No reservations required.
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Mythcon Events

The Mythcon Masquerade
The Mythcon Masquerade is the cosplay contest where there are no hard
feelings. Don your fancy dress and come to the banquet on Sunday to present your costume to a panel of esteemed judges. Costumes are evaluated on
a number of criteria, including: humor, ingenuity, accuracy, and intricacy.
Winners will be announced and recognized during the banquet.

Golfimbul
A (totally serious) sporting event

Inspired by Bullroarer Took's noble deeds during the Battle of Greenfields,
our annual Golfimbul tournament will take place on Saturday evening. We
will convene at a yet to be announced time and travel to an undisclosed place
to compete. To try to capture the magic of Golfimbul in words is a fruitless
exercise, come out on Saturday to see what it's all about.
Medalists in each of the categories - distance, accuracy, bowling, and the
linguist award - will be announced at the banquet on Sunday.

Be sure to drop by the Mythopoeic Society table in the Dealers'
room to purchase an official Golfimbul «jersey."
(not needed to compete, but highly encouraged)
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The Not Very Annual

Mary M. Stolzenbach Memorial
Clerihew Contest
All Mythcon 49 attendees are invited to participate in the timeless poetical
rubric of the clerihew in our Not Very Annual Clerihew Contest.
Invented, maybe, by E.Clerihew Bentley over a century ago, the clerihew is
a four-line verse that rhymes AABB. The first line consists of a proper name
and the second line must end with a full stop (period, question mark, or exclamation point).
Entries should be submitted one to a page, with the author's name written on
the reverse. Categories are (with examples):
Before Tolkien
(up to 1892)

During Tolkien
(1892-1973)

Sir Lancelot
Wore iron pants a lot.
Talk about sex appeal!
Real buns of steel!

Galadriel
Could've had the One
Ring, but wotthehell.
She was no moron;
She knew she'd wind up
worse than Sauron.

After Tolkien
(1973-)

Tom Shippey
Is a speaker both wise
and quippy.
In a bold critical venture, he
Declared Tolkien the
author of the century.

The Nashville Mandate: Only one entry per category, or alternatively three
clerihews per contestant. Submit entries to the Clerihew Contest box at the
registration desk.
A distinguished panel of judges, They Who Must Never Be Named, will evaluate each entry using the HOC system: Humor, Originality, Clerihewness.
Winners will be read at the banquet Sunday evening and rewarded with
the traditional prize of a jeroboam of Chateau de Porteur d'Anneau
invisible champagne.

+----Join us on the west coast in 2019 for Mythcon 50,
the last of our 50th anniversaries! Be sure to attend the Member's Meeting on Monday morning
and check mythcon.org for ongoing updates.
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Atlanta-area Attractions
Atlanta CityPASS

Georgia Aquarium

Many of the below attractions
are included with purchase of
the Atlanta CityPASS.

Come explore and learn at Georgia
Aquarium, the nation's largest and
most magical aquarium! Our 10 million
gallons of fresh and salt water house
the largest single aquarium habitat in
the world and more aquatic life than
any other aquarium in North America.

Cost: $76
Website: www.citypass.com/atlanta

World of Coca-Cola
At the World of Coca- Cola, experience
the fascinating story of the world's
most famous beverage brand in a
dynamic, multimedia attraction. Get a
behind-the-scenes look at the bottling
process, view over 1,200 never-before-displayed artifacts, experience
a thrilling 4-D movie, and take your
taste buds on a trip around the world
in the 'Taste It!' beverage lounge.
Cost: Adult; $17, Senior; $15
Hours: Mon-Fri; 9am-6pm, Sat; 9am7pm, Sun; 1oam-6pm
Address: 121 Baker St NW
Distance from host hotel: 0.5 mile
Website: www.worldofcoca-cola.com

Center for Civil and Human Rights
The Center for Civil and Human Rights
is an engaging cultural attraction that
connects the American Civil Rights
Movement to today's global human
rights movements. The Center uses
interactive exhibits and cutting-edge
technology that enables visitors to
find inspiration in each story.
Cost: Adult; $19.99, Senior/Student; $17.99
Hours: Mon-Thu; 10am-5pm, Sat; 10am6pm, Sun; 12pm-5pm
Address: 100 Ivan Allen Jr Blvd NW
Distance from host hotel: 0.7 mile
Website: www.civilandhumanrights.org
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Cost: Adult; $35.95, Senior; $32.95
Hours: Sun-Fri; 9am-9pm, Sat; 8am-9pm
Address: 225 Baker St NW
Distance from host hotel: 1 mile
Website: www.georgiaaquarium.org

Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Historical Park
Tour Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
Birth Home and historic Ebenezer
Church. View films and exhibits, and
reflect at King's gravesite.
Cost: FREE
Hours:Sun-Sat;9am-5pm
Address: 501 Auburn Ave NE
Distance from host hotel: 1 mile
Website: www.nps.gov/malu

Margaret Mitchell House
Trace the footsteps of Margaret
Mitchell and discover the birthplace
of her Pulitzer Prize-winning novel,
Gone With the Wind. Tour Mitchell's apartment where she wrote the
beloved novel.
Cost: Adult; $13, Senior/Student; $10
Hours: Mon-Sat; 10am-5:3opm, Sun;
12pm-5:3opm
Address: 979 Crescent Ave NE
Distance from host hotel: 1.5 miles
Website: www.margaretmitchellhouse.com
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Historic Oakland Cemetery
Less than a mile from the heart of
Downtown Atlanta, a hidden treasure,
a secret sanctuary, welcomes you. This
garden cemetery, founded in 1850,
is the final resting place for many of
Atlanta's settlers, builders, and most
noted citizens like Bobby Jones, Margaret Mitchell, and Maynard Jackson.
It is also a showplace of sculpture and
architecture, and a botanical preserve
with ancient oaks and magnolias.
Cost: FREE admission, Tours - Adults;
$12, $6 Senior/Student
Hours: Dawn until Dusk
Address: 248 Oakland Ave SE
Distance from host hotel: 1. 5 miles
Website: www.oaklandcemetery.com

Center for Puppetry Arts Museum
The Center for Puppetry Arts is the
United States' largest organization
dedicated to the art form of puppetry.
The Center's museum and special exhibits present puppets from various
time periods and countries around
the world.
Cost: $12.50
Hours: Tue-Fri; 9am-5pm, Sat; 10am5pm, Sun; 12pm-5pm
Address: 1404 Spring St NW
Distance from host hotel: 3 miles
Website: www.puppet.org

Six Flags Over Georgia
The park is home to some of the best
roller coasters in the nation, plus the
all-new Hurricane Harbor water park.
Cost: $69.99
Hours: Sun-Thu; 10:3oam-9pm, Fri;
10:3oam-10pm, Sat; 1oam-1opm
Address: 275 Riverside Parkway SW
Distance from host hotel: 12 miles
Website: www.sixflags.com/overgeorgia

Fernbank Museum of Natural History
Experience a world of adventure filled
with dinosaurs, live animals, cultural

artifacts, hands-on science explorations and films in a state-of-the art
4K Giant Screen Theater. Take a walk
on the wild side as you explore 75
acres of new outdoor nature adventures featuring elevated tree pods,
boardwalks, interactive exhibits and
giant old-growth trees.
Cost: Adult - $20, Senior - $19
Hours: Sun-Sat; 1oam-5pm
Address: 767 Clifton Rd NE
Distance from host hotel: 4 miles
Website: www.fernbankmuseum.org

Atlanta History Center
Founded in 1926, the Atlanta History Center is an all-inclusive thirty-three acre destination featuring
the Atlanta History Museum, two
historic houses, the Centennial
Olympic Games Museum, and acres
of historic gardens and trails.
Cost: Adult; $21.50, Senior/Student; $18
Hours: Mon-Sat; 1oam- 5:3opm, Sun;
12pm-5:3opm
Address: 130 West Paces Ferry Road NW
Distance from host hotel: 8 miles
Website: www.atlantahistorycenter.com

High Museum of Art
From a stately home on Peachtree
Street to its current award-winning
buildings in a spectacular setting,
the High Museum of Art in Midtown
Atlanta has become the leading art
museum in the Southeastern United
States. The High boasts a celebrated
collection of classic to contemporary
art, renowned architecture by Richard
Meier and Renzo Piano, and a dynamic schedule of special exhibitions.
Cost: $14.50
Hours: Tue-Thu, Sat; 1oam-5pm, Fri;
10am-9pm, Sun; 12pm-5pm
Address: 1280 Peachtree Street NE
Distance from host hotel: 2 miles
Website: www.high.org
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8pm

7pm

6pm

Games
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tewanls' Receptio~
(Ballroom)

Fisher/
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Allen

4pm

~

Wagner

Williams

3pm

5pm

Bratman

Bosky

Charter

2pm

12-2pm

11am

10am

9am

8am

Congress

Friday
Charter

Dinner

Martsch

Hunter

Cook
Panel

Bardic
Circle

Atkins

Neville

Rosegrant

duPlessis

Auction

Games

I

Bardic
Circle

Banquet, Awards, Artist Keynote,
Masquerade (Ballroom)

I

Cook
Zentner
Reading

Games

~

Games

Butera

Checkout

Member's Meeting
(Ballroom)

IRaza

Dealers' Room in Georgian, open Friday 2-8, Saturday 8-8, Sunday 8-6, & Monday 8-12
Hospitality Suite in Presidential suite open each night at 8:30

Golfimbul
(Undisclosed Location)

-

Shelton

MuellerHarder

Ronn

Baker

Crane,
Chip&
Elliot

Fitzsimmons/
Croft

Fontenot

Croft

Campbell

McKenna
Miller

Agan

Katz

Lunch

Donovan Games

Procession, Welcome, Scholar
Keynote (Ballroom)

Mulrooney

I

I

Congress

Saturday
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Paper and Panel Abstracts
Alphabetical by Speaker
Cami Agan / Elven Strongholds of
the First Age: Cultural Geographies
in Place, Space, and Time

The published Silmarillion chapter
"Of Beleriand and Its Realms'' opens
with a claim that it will survey the
lands and peoples of Middle- earth
as they existed during the Siege of
Angband. Much of the Silmarillion
mirrors this process of specifying
places by providing detailed names
and topography that in turn resonate as crucial elements of complex,
interwoven narratives. Across many
ages and events of the First Age, the
three primary strongholds of the
Eldar in Middle-earth - Doriath
'
Nargothrond, and Gondolin - serve
as particularly loaded names, places,
and spaces. Viewing these strongholds as patterns or processes, as
nodes of power in a network of
interlocking narratives, foregrounds
the ways these strongholds stage social exchanges and craft significant
objects. As cultural geographies; as
repositories of memory, as secret or
hidden fortifications, and as symbols of Elven resistance to Morgoth,
the events-peoples, and even the
names/places of those strongholds,
serve as anchors in a vast array of
narratives and thematics of the First
Age. Michel de Certeau reminds us
that "Stories ... carry out a labor that
constantly transforms places into
spaces or spaces into places ... [and]
also organize the play of changing
relationships between places and
14

spaces" (118). In the accounts of
Doriath and Nargothrond, the "citation" of names of rivers, forests,
and gorges leads to the naming of
the kingdoms, and ultimately to the
"stories of journeys" (120) surrounding those kingdoms. Thinking
of Beleriand's strongholds as embodying these fluid notions of place
and space helps to explain the stylistic flow between landscape detail,
the naming of the strongholds and
its environs, and the narratives surrounding those places.
Moses Allen / Fantasy Literature as
a Social Justice Framework:
The Stormlight Path

Exploring Brandon Sanderson's
StormlightArchive for pathways to

discussions on Critical Studies. The
paper will focus on (1) a brief introduction to the series and setting, (2)
Racism, and (3) Gender Issues.
Spencer Atkins/ Dante's View on
the Atonement: Reflections on
Paradisio Canto VII

I argue in this paper that Dante
Alighieri does not accept a commonly understood view of the
atonement, penal substitutionary
atonement. Looking at canto VII of
Paradise, I will attempt to exegete
Dante's views on the atonement
with the intent to show that Dante
does not accept penal substitution-
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ary atonement. Although his view
is similar to substitutionary atonement, at the heart of his account is
that the atonement is essentially an
act of love toward human persons,
as well as a mystery. I will also argue
that Dante fits better into an Anselmian account of the atonement.
Lauren Baker / Dark Forces: A
Study of Anguish versus Revenge
in The Lord of the Rings and A Song

of Ice and Fire
As happens with many well-known
fantasy writers, George R.R. Martin's success has prompted readers
and critics to compare him to one of
the most noteworthy writers of the
genre: J.R.R. Tolkien. It is the purpose of this paper to use an analysis
of anguish and revenge as primary
emotive forces in A Song of Ice and
Fire and The Lord of the Rings to argue
that Martin is not the "American
Tolkien," a title that Lev Grossman attributed to him. Surface level
similarities between the two series
and Grossman's title obscure the
fundamental and complex differences that separate the works of the
two authors. I conclude that anguish
drives the plot of The Lord of the Rings
while revenge motivates the narrative of A Song of Ice and Fire, suggesting one reason why Martin is not
"The American Tolkien." This paper
is a preliminary examination of
anguish and revenge in both series.
As such, I have chosen to examine
select main characters that clearly
display either anguish or revenge:
Frodo and Saruman from Tolkien's
works and Arya and Bran Stark from

Martin's series. By examining the
interaction between Frodo' s anguish
and Saruman's revenge, I argue that
anguish is the more powerful, instructive force in The Lord of the Rings
whereas revenge is only debilitating, and thus anguish is the primary
emotive force driving the narrative.
In contrast, I posit that revenge is
the main emotive force that drives
the plot of Martin's A Song of Ice and
Fire by juxtaposing the strength Arya
derives from her pursuit of ven geance with Bran's weaker feelings
of inferior anguish. Additionally,
I briefly address how the authors'
personal experiences with war may
have impacted the ways in which
they prioritize anguish or revenge in
their books.
Bernadette Bosky / Reconciling
Magic and Christianity in the
Poetry, Fiction, and Life of
Charles Williams

Many years after working on Charles
Williams and his involvement in
A.E. Waite's Rosicrucian order (a
paper printed in Mythlore), I am
coming back to the question of
magic and religion in his life and
work. This work is especially exciting now, with the advent of Greve!
Lindop's marvelously researched
and rich critical biography of Williams, Charles Williams: The Third
Inkling. Primarily, I want to explore
two conundrums that magic clearly
posed for Williams, which I argue
he finally resolved by the concept of
willed coinherence, in his life as well
as his fiction and poetry. The first
issue is that both politically and as
15
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a Christian, Williams was attracted
to egalitarian approaches, while the
Rosicrusianism of A. E. Waite and
even the idea of power through sexual abstinance of Coventry Patmore
(which Lindop explains at length
as an influence on Williams) were
very elitist. The second is that magic
placed too much emphasis on the
human will for Williams, because
everything lawful must ultimately be God's decision. Although in
each case Williams felt an emotional tendency towards the former
(as shown in Shadows of Ecstasy, for
instance), ultimately he felt the only
right choice was the latter. In his
life (as Lois Lang Sims and Lindop
demonstrate), Williams instructed
people in how to take on the pain of
others, in a process very much like
that depicted in Descent into Hell and
similar to scenes in All Hallow's Eve.
This process was open to all who
volunteered, settling the first prob lem, and was done only through the
power and assent of God, settling
the second. Moreover, Williams'
Arthurian poetry presents essentially
a guide for negotiating the difficulties of being a leader of a group of
equals and exerting one's will within
a system of submission to a greater
good. I may also look at aspects of
esoteric thought that Williams could
assimilate by linking them to Christian versions, such as the elaborate
connections among the Tarot, Cabala and so on in Waite's Rosicrucian' and the medieval/Renaissance
ism
Christian worldview on which Lewis
was an expert.
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David Bratman / Working the Year
in Tolkien Studies

This is less a formal scholarly paper
than a talk discussing "The Year's
Work in Tolkien Studies" that appears annually in the Journal of Tolkien
Studies, of which I have been both author and editor. I will discuss how an
installment of this project is designed
and constructed, the goals and purposes of doing it, and the significance
and implications of its existence for
the field of Tolkien scholarship.
Camille Butera / "The Dismal Fantasy of the Cold Vacuity": Lovecraft,
Lewis, and Science Fiction as a
Means of Processing the Great War

In the work concerning Lovecraft,
there are noticeable gaps regarding
his status as a Modernist author.
In this paper, I will be defending
both the modernist nature of his
work, as well as contrasting it to the
work of C.S. Lewis, who was also
writing science fiction within this
period, and used a Late Romantic
lens that recognized the situation
of the modem world while rejecting
Modernist modes of thought. The
works focused on in this paper are
Out of the Silent Planet by C.S. Lewis
and "The Color Out of Space" by H.P.
Lovecraft, as both were written after
World War I and before World War II
and reflect the period's distinct cultural traumas. The Great War generated cultural instability within both
British and European populations,
and the act of writing science fiction
allowed the authors to grapple with
the infinities beyond human control.
However, Lovecraft reflects a fear
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of the vast incomprehensibility of
the universe, while Lewis presents
an ordered cosmological model that
embraces the universe's enormity. An additional layer of nuance is
added when the respective locations
of the authors are considered, and
how American and British perspectives differ in how this trauma
is experienced, both directly and
indirectly, and how it is perceived
and conveyed. In contrasting these
works and authors, and the core
philosophies embedded within them,
one can generate a broader understanding of modes of processing and
understanding the trauma of World
War I and the ripples from it that
impacted society.
Ian Campbell / Frankenstein in
Baghdad: Double Estrangement and
Arabic Science Fiction

This paper will examine Ahmad
Sa3dawi's 2013 Arabic science fiction
novel "Frankenstein in Baghdad",
the first SF work to win a major
prize for Arabic literature, through
two foci: Mary Shelley's original
1818 "Frankenstein" and a theoretical apparatus for Arabic SF I have
developed in previously-published
scholarship. Sa3dawi's work is
clearly patterned after Shelley's, but
makes a rather complicated argument about the relationship between
the individual and the collective;
the major innovation is that the
monster, called the Whatsitsname,
is aware of the fates of the owners
of its constituent body parts and is
out for revenge against their killers
rather than the alcoholic junk dealer

who assembled him for reasons he
cannot begin to articulate. The novel
also engages in what I have termed
double estrangement: like most SF,
it renders our own world unfamiliar
as a means of examining or critiqu ing it. Like most SF published in the
Arab world, where legal protections
for freedom of expression are effectively nonexistent, it presents an
estranged critique of the political
or socioeconomic conditions of its
author's society: in this case, the
failure of Iraqis to stand up for their
own rights. The only thing that can
assemble an "Iraqi" out of disparate
clans and tribes is the sheer overload
of violence in the wake of the US
occupation of the country in 2003.
"Frankenstein in Baghdad" also
estranges Iraq's failure to let go of
the memories of its long-ago golden
age of scientific discovery in order to
participate in scientific and technological progress in the modem era.
Alison Reeger Cook / No Camelots,
Shires or Hogwarts Here: Non-European Mythologies in Films and
Books (Panel Discussion)

With recent films like Coco, Moana,
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them and Kubo and the Two Strings,
there seems to be a newfound.fascination with folklore and mythology
that is not based on European culture.
Why has an interest in other world
mythologies started to rise in movies
in the last fewyears?What mythologies do you think still need exploring in fantasy books and films? This
panel will discuss what this transition means and what is both different
17
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and similar between European and
non- European mythology.
Chip Crane/ "Remote but clear":
Seeing and Desiring Faerie in Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams

When Frodo first sees the elvish letters inscribed on the Ring, they appear
"piercingly bright, and yet remote, as
if out of a great depth." This description uses the metaphor of distance
and depth to convey something numinous about this lettering that has
appeared on the Ring. One may think
little of this wording, yet Tolkien uses
a similar tum of phrase in several
places to capture a sense of mystery
and of faerie, both for the characters
and for the reader. C.S. Lewis and
Charles Williams also describe elements of faerie or the supernatural
world as distant and yet so clear that
they could be close by. In this paper,
I will explore numerous instances in
the Inklings' writing where they use
such description and metaphor. What
does their common use of this imagery suggest about their influence on
one another and their shared vision
of the nature of faerie and the numinous? What does it mean to describe
something mysterious as "remote, but
clear"? Furthermore, how does this
imagery capture or convey a desire
for faerie within the narratives and in
readers themselves?
Elliott Crane/ "From Faustus to
Frodo: The Tragic End of Desire"

This paper will examine several
characters of characters of fantastical
literature who are driven by a de18

sire that is ultimately unfulfilled. Dr.
Faustus, the epitome of a man driven
by a desire for more, has everything
any man could want and is portrayed
as the ideal Renaissance man. His
desire for power is ultimately his
downfall and results in his losing
not only his life and soul but everything he had before. In E.R. Eddison's
The Worm Ouroboros, the Lords of
Demonland desire nothing more than
more battles to fight, so they raise
their enemies from the ashes that
they might defeat them again. Never
satisfied, they would rather live the
stories than sing them. In Tolkien's
The Silmarillion, the War of the Jewels
is driven by the desire for the Silmarils. The sons of Feanor take the vow
that ultimately leads to their fall and
the fall of Beleriand. Morgoth takes
the Silmarils and ultimately uses the
sons' desire for them to destroy the
Noldor and ruin Beleriand. Finally,
in The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is the
only hobbit with the wisdom to see
that he must save the world he loves.
Frodo must become the Ring-bearer
and thus give up the very life that he
loves so much that others might have
it. His selfless desire ultimately saves
the world, and yet he cannot have
that desire fulfilled for himself. All of
these extreme quests driven by desire
end tragically in different ways. I will
explore similarities and differences
among the different char:acters, their
journeys, and their vision.
Janet Brennan Croft / Auntie, What
Ails Thee?: The Parzival Question in
Orphan Black

In Arthurian legend, the question
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Parzival fails to ask upon first seeing the Grail procession in the Fisher
King's castle, and must return to ask
later, is the central turning point of
his quest. While in many versions
the question is about the Grail and
its purpose, in Wolfram von Eschenbach's retelling, the question posed
is "What ails thee, Uncle?", and it is
the moment of humility, compassion, and sympathy that is essential
to the achieving of the Grail vision,
the healing of the Fisher King, and
the restoration of the land. In Orphan
Black, the innocent child Kira poses a
similar question to two of her mother's clone-sisters, each time leading
to a rehabilitation and realignment of
that character's loyalties away from
the cult or corporation and towards
the Clone Club, the family of women at the core of this series. In this
presentation I will examine these
moments, looking especially at the
meanings of the Parzival quest, its
relation to male fertility, and how reimagining it with female participants
in a series so concerned with female
fertility complicates and resonates
with the underlying mythic structure.
"Things that Were, and Things
that Are, and Things that Yet
May Be": History and Future
of Mythopoeic Press

In this session, the current editor of
Mythopoeic Press (the book publication arm of the Mythopoeic Society)
will explain the history and evolution of the press, what it publishes
and why, its policies and processes,
and projects currently underway.
Time will be devoted to outlining the

not-always-ob vious advantages of
being published by a nonprofit press
such as ours, as well as the specific
challenges our all-volunteer board
embraces to produce works that make
contributions to knowledge and earn
recognition for the Society's efforts.
In addition, the presentation will
include an interactive discussion with
the audience about what the future
of the press might hold. At this time
of our society's 50th anniversary, the
goal of this presentation is to provide
information about how the press has
developed and currently works and
opportunities for the MythSoc membership to give input about its future.
Nicole duPlessis / On the Shoulders
of Humphrey Carpenter: Reconsidering Biography in Tolkien Scholarship-the Case of Edith Tolkien

In his obituary for Carpenter, Douglas A. Anderson reviews Carpenter's
"long and complex" involvement
with the subject of his 1977 authorized biography, indicating that
"with [Carpenter's] passing it is
time to begin to assess his changing
perspectives on Tolkien and on his
own Tolkien-relate d work." Since its
publication, Carpenter's biography
of Tolkien, which Anderson calls "an
excellent book ... unusually accurate
more than a quarter of a century
after it was written, despite many
advances in Tolkien scholarship"
remains an unquestioned authority,
its influence so entrenched as to be
virtually invisible. As a result, scholarship on Tolkien, from biography to
criticism, remains overwhelmingly
influenced by Carpenter's perspec19
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tives and methods, which, by Carpenter's admission, are not always
strictly fact-based. This influence is
particularly pronounced in discussions of Tolkien and gender, which
rely heavily on Carpenter's depiction
of Tolkien's relationships with his
mother, and with his wife Edith. In
spite of scholarly reluctance to engage in the "biographical criticism"
that Tolkien opposed, phrasing from
Carpenter's biography-or very close
paraphrase-functions as evidence
of dysfunction or sentimentalism,
repeated as fact, sometimes without
citation. An example is Carpenter's
assertion that "after [his mother]
died, his religion took the place in
his affections that she previously
occupied." Carpenter's interpretations of Tolkien and Edith's relationship dynamic are often used
to pass judgement on the author
without considering that Carpenter,
as the member of a younger generation, was already influenced by the
drastic changes in relationships and
gender roles of the 1960s and 70s.
This paper will review Carpenter's
vexed relationship with the subject of his biography, offer evidence
of the pervasive and often hidden
scholarly use of the biography, and
review Carpenter's own negative and
misleading depiction of Edith before
offering some alternate interpretations of Edith's character and situation before and during her marriage.
Jason Fisher/ From Pre-Modern
to Postmodern: Applying Michel
Foucault's "Author-Function" to
J.R.R. Tolkien
20

Source-hunting has been at the
heart of Tolkien studies for more
than forty years, unearthing ever
more tangled and ramifying roots
of what Tolkien called "The Tree
of Tales". However, the deeper one
ventures into such a deterministic
model of an author's creative process, the more that author starts to
resemble not a creative genius but
a mere confluence of forces, influences, and texts outside of himself. If pursued too aggressively,
source-hunting can become a dehumanizing, almost mechanical process that threatens to strip the subject of all its charm and beauty. If,
in the end, virtually every element,
character, and plot device can be
traced to some source that preceded and influenced Tolkien - what
then? What has one implied about
him as an author? Has one, in fact,
reduced him to something analogous
to Michel Foucault's "Author-Function", in which the creator of a literary work is more synthesizer than
inventor? And if Foucault's model
applies, does this color our perception of Tolkien as Author? There is
some evidence Tolkien saw things
the same way. From the beginning,
Tolkien maintained the literary conceit that he was merely the reporter - not the inventor - of Middle-earth, a kind of "scholar-scribe"
translating a collection of ancient
manuscripts through a series of previous scholar-scribes, each of whom
made his own particular contributions to the collective "authorship"
of the final published works. And
while these personae may ultimately
all boil <l,own to one aspect or anoth-
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er of Tolkien himself (like Niggle),
these fictive authors have much in
common with the real-world models
Tolkien studied professionally - the
unknown Beowulf poet, the compilers of the Icelandic Eddas, and so on.
In essence, Tolkien can be regarded
as and seems to have considered
himself the culmination of a series
of direct and indirect collaborators,
both historical and fictive; and a
reconsideration of source- hunting
in Tolkien studies should account for
his collaborative theory of composition, simultaneously deconstructing
Tolkien as "Author" and re-constructing a more postmodern conception of the "Author-Complex» we
label as J.R.R. Tolkien. The debates
of the French post-structuralists
Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault
around authorship can help us to
examine Tolkien in this light.
Jason Fisher will also be reading
David Oberhelman's essay, "A
Brief History of Libraries in
Middle-earth: Manuscript and
Book Repositories in Tolkien's
Legendarium», published ten years
ago, and discussing the new volume
of essays the Mythopoeic Press will
be publishing in his memory.
Phillip Fitzsimmons and Janet
Brennan Croft/ Sometimes More
is More: Mythlore and the SWOSU
Digital Archive

Janet Brennan Croft and Phillip
Fitzsimmons will present on the
success of the first year of using
the SWOSU Digital Commons as the
platform for the Mythopoeic Soci-

ety Archives. Janet will describe the
benefits and challenges of producing
Mythlore using the BePress editorial
management platform. Phillip will
show the international usage statistics map for Mythlore. Both speakers
will answer questions about how
to submit articles to the journal
and answer questions about future
project phases for the Mythopoeic
Society digital archive. This added
discoverability of Mythopoeic Society
materials is made possible through
the generosity of the Southwestern
Oklahoma State University Libraries.
Megan Fontenot/ "No Pagan ever
loved his god": Tolkien, Thompson,
and the Beautification of the Gods

Christopher Tolkien, Humphrey
Carpenter, and John Garth, among
other scholars, have commented
on the influence of Catholic mystic Francis Thompson's poetry on
J.R.R. Tolkien's early forays into
creative writing. Often-cited examples include the resemblance
between Tolkien's undergraduate
poem "Wood-sunshine» and certain
scenes in Thompson's Sister Songs;
Tolkien's (brief) appropriation of the
name "Luthany,» which he applied
to England; and the roots of the
gold Tree Laurelin in a few lines,
again from Sister Songs (an inspiration noted by Tolkien himself).
Allan Turner, in "Early Influences
on Tolkien's Poetry,» takes a slightly different approach, however. He
acknowledges the authors' shared
imagery, but he finally dismisses any
claims of significant influence on the
part of Thompson's work in favor
21
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From the Rephaim and Nephilim of
of other, more obvious inspirations.
the Hebrew Bible, to Polyphemus
While these similarities have been
well documented, few critical studies and the Cyclopes of the Odyssey,
Grendel of Beowulf, Ymir (Hymir) of
have addressed possible connecthe Eddas, and the oral folk traditions between Tolkien and Thompthan
tions throughout Europe, the giant
son's prose work. Thus, rather
often serves as a chthonic inhabsimply reiterating the similarities
itant of the mythological sphere,
between the two authors' poetry,
or an entity to be outwitted and
this paper suggests that if anything
overcome by the human hero. As
is comparable between Tolkien and
the character of the giant evolves
Thompson, it is their respective
in literature from early modernity
understandings of art, creation, and
the significance of artists, regardless and the Enlightenment (Rabelais's
of the form of poetic (or prosaic) ex- Gargantua and Pantagruel, Voltaire's
Micromegas, and the giants of Brobpression these sentiments induced.
dingnag in Swift's Gulliver's Travels
The analytical dead-end recogwhen
only
name three prominent examples)
appears
to
Turner
by
nized
alongside human consciousness
Thompson's poetry is privileged as
(q.v. Barfield), it is deployed more
the sole or even primary influence
on Tolkien's work and thought. This explicitly for allegorical purposes.
is precisely where existing scholThis shifting role continues into
adequately
arship fails to address
the twentieth-century with LewTolkien's preoccupation with Francis is's "Spirit of the Age" giant in The
Thompson. Ultimately, it is Thomp- Pilgrim's Regress. In parallel to this
postmythological inversion, some
son's essays on art, paganism, and
come
that
the immortality of beauty
of the key characteristics of the
together to form a rich and vibrant
original giants - physical bulk and
backdrop against which we might
strength, destructive fury, a taste for
re-read Tolkien's own theories of
human flesh - are present still in
the fantastic, the creative process,
the Romantic era fairy and nursery
and the role of the artist in what he
tales: Jack the Giant-Killer, Jack and
calls evangelium. Through this inthe Beanstalk, several tales in the
terplay and conversation, yet anoth- Brothers Grimm collections, and noer window is opened onto the landtably "The Giant's Heart" by George
scape of Tolkien's elaborate fantasy
MacDonald. Finally, in the twentieth
and vision for Middle-earth.
century we find the giant a more
complicated being, both in terms of
culture and moral capacity. In LewJoel Hunter / A World Fit for Giants:
is's Narnian saga, the older chthonic
Rehabilitating the Giant in Recent
giants are allegorized (the House
Modern Literature
of Harfang in The Silver Chair) while
Narnian giants are often on the side
I will present a brief sketch of the
of the good. Other notable examples
character of the giant as it appears
this pattern include Roald Dahl's
of
in ancient and medieval literature.
22
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The BFG and Rowling's Hogwarts

saga. But perhaps most remarkable
of all is the complete reimagination
of the mythical giant in the mind of
J.R.R. Tolkien.
Stephanie Katz / Mapping Fantasy:
Subversion of Fantasy World and
Plot Structure in N.K. Jemisin's
Novel The Fifth Season

Literary world building often takes
a backseat to narrative; however,
fantasy literature depends on subcreation to create complex backdrops that provide an 'other world'
experience for the reader (Wolf 30 ).
Though fantasy worlds seem like
realms of pure imagination, they
act as manageable stages, reflecting
complex primary world sociocultural
events in an entertaining manner
(Bodenhaimer, et al 8-9). As such,
space and place play active roles in
framing culture, a term literary geographer Yi Fu Tuan calls topophilia
(4). The importance of the relationship between people and setting
extends to subcreated worlds and
influences narrative development.
This article examines the intersection of topophilia and narrative
using N. K. Jemisin's novel The Fifth
Season. Through close reading of the
text, the functions of culture, geography, and narrative are examined
in relation to each other. Jemisin's
world and created races strongly
reflect real world racial relationships
between black and white Americans. Jemisin's protagonist, a female member of the oppressed race,
further reflects her own position
as a minority_ female writing from

a doubly disadvantaged standpoint
in a white, male dominated society.
Her subcreated world amplifies this
turmoil and subverts the medieval
pastoral setting through the way it
features violent seismic activity. The
effects of cataclysmic natural disasters drive the narrative in a unique
circular form that defies traditional
non-linear anachronisms to bridge
three distinct storylines into one
by having the book's ending come
full circle back to the beginning.
Through her manipulation of world
and narrative, Jemisin challenges
fantasy norms, pushing the boundaries of what the genre can do. While
this article is merely one chapter
of a larger dissertation, it is the
researcher's aim to examine additional twenty-first century fantasy
writers to examine how topophilia and narrative challenge genre,
reflect primary world sociocultural
and geopolitical situations, and map
fantasy plots.
Nancy Martsch / Education in Middle-earth and in England

My subject may not be great in
height but 'tis gigantic in its
breadth: from 1870 to 1930 pupils
in state-sponsored primary schools
in England and the United States
were required to memorize and
recite poetry. Surely a practice so
widespread must have influenced
how people experienced literature
and poetry. In Middle-earth, too, in
Tolkien's The Hobbit and The Lord of
the Rings, people of many different
races recite and sing poems. How
were these poems memorized, and
23
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what standards (if any) pertained to
their recitation? I propose to discuss education in Middle-earth and
in England. "Standing up, with his
hands behind his back, as if he was
at school, he [Sam] began to sing to
an old tune." To what "school" does
Tolkien refer: Sam's, or his own? I
propose first to examine the means
of education - the acquisition of
literacy, lore, book-learning - in
Middle-earth and especially in the
Shire. Then, since much in the Shire
appears to be modeled on England,
to survey educational systems for
primary school students in England,
both in state-sponsored and public
schools, with special emphasis on
memorization and recitation. And
then to return to the Shire, to see
if there may be any connections.
For are not our schools giants upon
whose shoulders we all stand?
Elise McKenna / On the Shoulders
of Tolkien: Gaming on Walkabout in
Middle-earth

In 2007, the wondrous world of
Middle-earth was presented to fans
of MMORPGs in the form of the
video game called Lord of the Rings
Online: Shadows of Angmar (LotRo).
Soon a subsequent Mines of Moria, or MoM was rivalling World of
Warcraft, WoW. It is the third most
well-played game in MMOs, according to an American marketing
company. The transformation from
the book to game, using mythopoeic elements, adds to Tolkien's
legendarium. It takes the original
source material and stirs it into the
Cauldron of Story. While keeping the
24

epic narratives from The Hobbit and
Lord of the Rings, LotRo achieves
the goal of bringing the stories to a
wider audience than those who otherwise would be limited to reading
the books or watching the films.
Change to the maps of the different lands, additions of interesting
beasts and creatures, and interactive
side narratives build on the original
mythology. The level of engagement is deeper because the player is
not passively reading or watching;
the player controls a character that
navigates the world. This gives the
player purpose, achievement, and
adds detail and complexity to Tolkien's created world. Take a visual
walk through the amazingly beautiful, horrifyingly dangerous world of
Middle-earth in the MMORPG called
Lord of the Rings Online.
Ryder Miller/ The Voices of Monsters: Real and/or Imagined

Where did the monsters of old go?
Are they extinct? Or did they only
exist in our imaginations and are
now extinct in our imagination?
Does Nature have a Devil, i.e., how
do we map the features of an argument between those who believe in
evolution vs. those who see a dark
force behind the existence of the
things that scare and unsettle us in
the wild? Do people need to better
understand the theory of evolution
to understand their world? What
is evil or need we acknowledge the
dehumanization of the enemy as a
requirement of the machinations of
war? Is there such a thing as evil or
are we all to blame? Where do we
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hear the evil voice of Morgoth and
Sauron, and what are they saying?
We may touch on Orwell, Milton,
Mary Shelley,Bram Stoker, Tolkien,
and others.

Erik Mueller-Harder / "Tolkien Art
Index" and "Lord of the Rings Citations": Two Tours
Lord of the Rings Citations provides a
two-pronged solution to the perennial problem of how to cite quotations from The Lord of the Rings. First,
it furnishes cross references for the
pagination of five common type-settings of LotR. Second, it supplies its
own logical citation system suitable
for use with any edition of the book,
including non-paginated electronic
editions. LRC also provides an index to correlated passages in Hammond & Scull's The Lord of the Rings:
A Reader's Companion and in "Words,
Phrases and Passages" found in Parma Eldalamberon 17. The Tolkien Art
Index is a new, free, on-line resource
for Tolkien scholars and enthusiasts - thus far listing 480 distinct
works of mostly Middle-earth related
art all painted, drawn, sketched, or
mapped by J.R.R. Tolkien. The heart
of the Index is its immutable numbering system, but we'll also explore
the site's structure, including the
(nearly) exhaustive publications list
available for each piece of artwork;
its tagging systems for geography, subject matter, art media, and
characters; and its library reference
numbers for items in both the Marquette and the Bodleian collections.
Finally, there will be an opportunity
to suggest future additional features,

changes, and expansion to the Index
and its site.

Sheila Mulrooney / Beowulf s
Doomed Hero and Tolkien's Heroic
Thief: The Question of Tolkien I s
Unfcl!ge in Beowulf
Scholarship on J.R.R. Tolkien has
long acknowledged the Anglo-Saxon
influence in his fictional world; and
in return, Anglo-Saxon scholarship
is, to this day, profoundly indebted
to Tolkien's contributions. Indeed,
Tolkien's perhaps most famous
essay, "Beowulf: The Monsters and
the Critics, 11 has "permanently
altered [scholars'] understanding
of the Old English poem" (Chance:
1979, 5), and in many ways, began
a new era of Beowulf scholarship.
Less discussed, however, is how
Tolkien' s creative process and slow
invention of Middle-earth bubbled over into his engagement with
Anglo-Saxon texts. In response, this
paper examines Tolkien's personal
commentary on Beowulf (published
2014), using a philological methodology to demonstrate that, at times,
Tolkien's scholarly notes reveal a
latent mixing of his scholarly and
literary pursuits. Specifically, this
paper analyzes Tolkien's gloss of
unfc:ege, an Old English dis legomenon, which appears only in Beowulf's cryptic gnomic utterances. In
its first usage, the word describes
the epic's titular hero; in its second,
it describes the elegy's thief - that
is, Bilbo's prototype. By tracing the
philology of unfcl!ge and examining
the treatment of thieves and thievery in Anglo-Saxon law, I suggest
25
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that Tolkien's gloss of unfcege is a
moment at which his role as author overtakes his role as scholar.
In effect, I argue that from an early
point in his scholarly relationship
with Beowulf, Tolkien viewed the
thief as sympathetic and intriguing
despite the epic's suggestion that we
view him as destructive and dishon orable. In so doing, I do not intend
to critique Tolkien's role as an
Anglo-Saxon scholar, for as his son
has noted, Tolkien's commentary is
"not to be judged by views prevailing
in contemporary scholarship," but
rather, as "a presentation and record
of his perceptions, in his own day,
of a literature that he greatly admired" (2014: xiii). Instead, I intend
to demonstrate the complexity and
nuance of Tolkien's relationship
with his influences, how the two
things became, at times, inextricable
from each other: as Tolkien himself
said, one never really knows "where
the word[s] [come] from ... you can't
catch your mind out" (Rateliff 1.xiii).
Kate Neville/ The Making of a Mayor

Samwise Gamgee, as most readers
of Tolkien know, is a lover of stories: the Gaffer calls his son "crazy
about stories of the old days," and
on Weathertop Sam begs Strider to
tell "a tale about the Elves before the
fading time." Throughout The Lord
of the Rings, he draws inspiration
from these tales, most famously
on the stairs of Cirith Ungol, where
he recalls the story of Beren and
Luthien. However, Sam also often looks to those he considers 'his
betters,' from the Gaffer to Galadri26

el, for wisdom in times of doubt.
This paper will look at what Sam
learns from his chosen role models - giants from both past stories
and present experience - and how
those lessons prepare him for the
future Frodo foretells: "You will be
the Mayor, of course, as long as you
want to be, and the most famous
gardener in history; and you will
read things out of the Red Book,
and keep alive the memory of the
age that is gone, so that people will
remember the Great Danger and so
love their beloved land all the more."
Sultana Raza / Shades of GrecoRoman and Indian Myths in
Tolkien's Works

This paper will explore similarities
between the Greco-Roman, and Indian myths and Tolkien's works. Many
facets have already been covered by
other scholars. My paper will explore
the one eye and the Palantiri. For
example, there is a certain amount
of similarity between the one eye
of the Graeae in the Perseus myth,
and the Palantiri in The Lord of the
Rings. If one knew how to wield them
correctly, one could see the future.
Galadriel's Mirror is also round, with
a smooth aqueous surface. Sauron
is also depicted as having one eye,
which could see much more in more
dimensions than the naked human
eye. While it's impossible to know
the extent to which Tolkien was
aware of Indian myths, it's safe to
assume he didn't deliberately incorporate elements from it in his own
work However, since most European
myths have Indo-European roots, it's
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conceivable that some unintentional
over-lapping could occur. In the Ramayana, Lord Rama was forced into
exile in the forest with his wife Sita
and his brother Lakshman? Aragom
wandered for years, after he found
out he could not marry Arwen, in a
kind of self-chosen exile. The goals
of both Rama and Aragorn were being
reunited with their beloved queens,
while saving the earth from evil. In
Rama's absence, his half-brother
Bharat sat on a seat lower than the
throne, like the Stewards of Gon dor. Perhaps Gandalf can be akin to
a Hindu sage, such as Vishwamitra,
who advised and encouraged Rama in
his battle for justice, but didn't take
over the battle. Kabandha is a oneeyed monster, who, when 'killed' by
Rama, resumes his original form, and
advises Rama as to how to regain his
wife, Sita, with the help of Sugreeva,
head of the monkey army, perhaps
similar to the Druedain.

Vicki Ronn / The Giant is a Woman!:
The "Dragon Wisdom" of Ursula
Le Guin
The death of Ursula Le Guin last
year brought to the forefront her
remarkable contributions to both
fantasy and science fiction as well
as her continued fierce advocacy for
those genres. This presentation will
explore the aspect of "Dragon Wisdom" in Le Guin's works. As Margaret Atwood explained in her tribute
to Le Guin after her passing, Ged, the
hero of The Earthsea Trilogy, "must
contend with the wisdom of dragons: ambiguous and not our wisdom,
but wisdom nonetheless." I will in-

vestigate how both Le Guin's fiction
and non -fiction works express the
central theme of, as the author discussed in the essay "Is Gender Necessary," "a search for balance and
integration." This search has only
become more imperative in the light
of today's divisive climate. Possible
works to be discussed include The
Earthsea Trilogy, The Language of the
Night, Dancing on the Edge of the World,
The Real and Unreal: The Selected Short
Stories of Ursula Le Guin, The Found and
the Lost: The Collected Novellas of Ursula
Le Guin, The Dispossessed, and The Left
Hand of Darkness.

John Rosegrant / Mother Music
Because of insufficient biographical
data, little is known about Tolkien's
early relationship with his mother.
Many authors have tried to understand Tolkien's view of women
(and thus implicitly his view of his
mother) by studying his depiction of
women in his fiction. In this paper
I approach a greater understanding of Tolkien's relationship with
his mother by examining his use of
songs and music in his work. Tolkien' s appreciation of music per seas
well as of the musicality of language
developed in the matrix of his early
relationship with his mother; because of this developmental connection, relationship themes in the
music may be considered representative of Tolkien's relationship with
his mother. This link to his mother
is also apparent in the content of
Tolkien's musical themes. A first
relational theme Tolkien depicted musically is that of emotional
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disruption and repair. This is seen
in "The Music of the Ainur, 11 as
Iluvatar responds to the discords of
Melkor, and in the trope of Fingon
locating Maedhros, and Sam locating Frodo, when their helpless songs
are heard and responded to by the
person they seek. A second relational
theme Tolkien depicted musically is
that of a powerful woman altering
the alertness of a man, either lulling him to sleep or awakening him,
as seen in the impact of Melian's
song on Elwe (Thingol) and Luthien's songs on Beren, Morgoth, and
Mandos. Finally, in his depictions
of the music of the sea and of Tinfang Warble Tolkien blended intense
longing and loss. Tolkien' s creation
of these musical themes suggests
that he retained implicit memories
and sensitivities to maternal loss,
disruption, and repair. I will discuss
implications of this inference for
understanding Tolkien's early relationship with his mother and for his
concept of eucatastrophe.
Luke Shelton / Young Readers' Receptions of Tolkien: An Interactive
Session of Survey and Interview

This session will be chaired by Luke
Baugher, who is currently researching the responses of young readers
to The Lord of the Rings for his dissertation through Cardiff Metropolitan
University. If you or your child are
under the age of eighteen and have
read The Lord of the Rings, please
consider participating in this session! Participants will fill in a survey
about their thoughts and opinions
about The Lord of the Rings. They may
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also participate in an interview about
their opinions on several characters
and settings from the story. These
interviews will use pictures and
kinesthetic elements to help memory
and discussion. The results will be
analyzed as part of the PhD thesis and any reference to individual
responses that are used will be made
anonymous, making it impossible to
determine the identity of an institution or individual. These findings
will be used for analysis and will
be compared with stholarly understandings collected in a previous
phase of the project. Detailed informational sheets and consent forms
will be provided at the beginning of
the session, and participation is, of
course, voluntary.
Constance Wagner / The Burning
Altar of the Quest

Orodruin - the Mountain of Doom,
of Destiny. Here will be resolved the
Fate of the Ring, Its Bearer, and his
companions. Here will the future
path of Middle-earth be laid. Upon
its slopes and within its belly of fire,
Mount Doom stands revealed as
the burning altar of Middle- earth's
quest for salvation. This paper (actu,...
ally a chapter in a book-length work
in progress) explores the significance to the Quest of the intertwined
relationships of the Hobbit trinity
comprised of Frodo, Sam, and Gollum. It also examines the complex
bond between Frodo and the Ring,
made particularly evident by the
Transfiguration scene and the release of Frodo's blood and bone and
soul into the Cracks of Doom. Us-
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ing examples drawn from Tolkien's
novel and Jackson's films, this paper
analyzes the aesthetic and emotional
impact of scenes of sacrifice, ritual, and heroism played out at this
definitive landmark of Middle-earth.
Mount Doom is the beating heart of
the quest - and this paper attempts
to reveal why.
Donald Williams / Fauns and Father
Christmas: A Response to Tolkien's
Problems with Narnia

Tolkien famously objected to the
mixing of characters from different
mythologies in Lewis's Chronicles
of Narnia, particularly to Tumnus
and Father Christmas. But Narnia,
unlike Middle-earth, was designed
to have portals to other worlds as
part of its mythological and cosmological structure. This feature makes
it at least theoretically possible for
a character like Father Christmas to
appear in Narnia, and potentially appropriate in a way that it would not
have been in Middle-earth. Tolkien
seems to have missed the distinction. This paper will examine the
role of characters like Father Christmas in Narnia and ask how far they
are not merely theoretically possible
for that world but also appropriate to
its story.
Paige Zentner / Becoming the Giant and Rebranding the Brute: An
Examination of the BFG, Narnia's
Giants, and Discworld's Trolls

Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum. Giants. Trolls. From
our earliest stories, they are the
villains. The trolls under the bridge

that need to be tricked, the greedy
giant at the top of the beanstalk that
needs to be outsmarted and overcome - these monsters of simple wits
and vices manifest a uncomplicated understanding of good and bad.
But as a person ages, the giants and
trolls undergo a serious rebranding in literature and pop culture. No
longer are they pure brainless monsters to be feared, but some are even
exemplars of virtue. First, the Jolly
Green Giant encourages you to eat
your vegetables. Then, Roald Dahl's
BFG (Big Friendly Giant) assures you
that while most giants eat people,
he does not - no need to worry. C.S.
Lewis also presents that dichotomy,
with giants outside of Narnia proper
being the slow, stupid, people-eating
giants we are used to, while the Giant
Rumblebuffin and Giant Wimbleweather are polite and well meaning.
Terry Pratchett, writing for an older
audience, presents the next level of
this evolution in his trolls. They are
moving down out of the mountains
and creating a new image for themselves, taking traditional roles and
turning them to their own benefit.
This movement from the slow, stupid
villain to the misunderstood gentle
giant parallels our own ability to see
beyond the simple dichotomy of good
vs. evil. In this paper, I plan to examine the BFG, the giants of Narnia, and
the trolls of Discworld to explore the
evolution of a person's willingness to
look beyond the surface and accept
those that are different and "other 11 •
I would also argue that this evolution
mimics our own personal journey to
define ourselves as individuals.
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Mythopoeic Awards
The Mythopoeic Awards are chosen each year by committees composed
of volunteer Mythopoeic Society members and presented at Mythcon. The
Fantasy Awards honor current fantasy works "in the spirit of the Inklings,"
in two categories: adult and children's literature. The Scholarship Awards
honor works published during the preceding three years that make a significant contribution to scholarship about the Inklings and the genres of myth
and fantasy studies.

Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature
Crowley, John, Ka: Dar Oakley in the Ruin of Ymr (Saga Press, 2017)
Hoffman, Alice, The Rules of Magic (Simon and Schuster, 2017)
Kathryns, G.A., Snow City (Sycamore Sky Books, 2017)
Klages, Ellen, Passing Strange (Tor.com, 2017)
Lavalle, Victor, The Changeling (Spiegel and Grau, 2017)

Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children's Literature
Beasley, Cassie, Tumble and Blue (Dial Books, 2017)
Burgis, Stephanie, The Dragon with the Chocolate Heart (Bloomsbury USA Childrens, 2017)
Chanani, Nidhi, Pashmina (First Second, 2017)
Harrold, A.F., The Song from Somewhere Else (Bloomsbury USA Childrens, 2017)
Nix, Garth, Frogkisser (Scholastic Press, 2017)

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings Studies
Chance, Jane, Tolkien, Self and Other: "This Queer Creature" (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016)
Coutras, Lisa, Tolkien's Theology of Beauty: Majesty, Splendor, and Transcendence in Middle-earth
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2016)
Flieger, Verlyn, There Would Always Be a Fairy Tale: More Essays on Tolkien (Kent State University Press, 2017)
Higgins, Sl<'rina, The Inklings and King Arthur: ].R.R. Tolkien, Charles Williams, C.S. Lewis, and
Owen Barfield on the Matter of Britain (Apocryphile Press, 2017)
Tolkien, Christopher, ed., Beren and Luthien (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017)

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies
Byrne, Aisling, Otherworlds: Fantasy and History in Medieval Literature ( Oxford Univ. Press, 2016)
Fimi, Dimitra, Celtic Myth in Contemporary Children's Fantasy: Idealization, Identity, Ideology
(Palgrave MacMillan, 2017)
Levy, Michael and Farah Mendlesohn, Children's Fantasy Literature: An Introduction (Cambridge Univ. Press, 2016)
Sanders, Elizabeth M, Genres of Doubt: Science Fiction, Fantasy and the Victorian Crisis of Faith
(McFarland, 2017)
Wolf, Mark J.P., ed., The Routledge Companion to Imaginary Worlds (Routledge, 2017)
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About the Mythopoeic Society
The Mythopoeic Society is a national/international organization promoting
the study, discussion, and enjoyment of fantastic and mythopoeic literature through books and periodicals, annual conferences, discussion groups,
awards, and more. We are especially interested in the works of J.R.R. Tolkien,
C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams, prominent members of the informal Oxford
literary circle lmown as the "Inklings,, (193os-195os). We are a 501(c)(3) registered non-profit organization, all donations are tax-deductible.
Scholars of the Inklings had observed that these men all created myth, so in
1967 Society founder Glen GoodKnight borrowed a Greek adjective meaning
urnyth-rnaking" as the name of the Society. Although the Inklings were all
Christian authors, the Mythopoeic Society strives to follow what GoodKnight
called "the Middle Way>': neither denying the religious beliefs and purposes
of our three core authors, nor serving as an organization seeking to propagate those beliefs; and while urging the importance and relevance of our
central authors, avoiding the trap of becoming a "cult of personality,, for
any one of them.
Visit mythsoc.org for more information about the history of the Mythopoeic
Society and our affiliations, publications, awards, and discussion groups.

Mythopoeic Literature
We define this as literature that creates a new and transformative mythology,
or incorporates and transforms existing mythological material. Transformation is the key - mere static reference to mythological elements, invented
or pre-existing, is not enough. The mythological elements must be of sufficient importance in the work to influence the spiritual, moral, and/or creative
lives of the characters, and must reflect and support the author's underlying
themes. This type of work, at its best, should also inspire the reader to examine the importance of mythology in his or her own spiritual, moral, and
creative development. Our members are a diverse lot, and their individual
definitions of mythopoeic literature and its authors are equally diverse.

Connect with us!
The Mythopoeic Society and Mythcon are on social media and are very
active during the conference. Give us a follow on Twitter (@mythsoc), like
our pages on Facebook (Mythopoeic Society & Mythcon), and join our Facebook group (The Mythopoeic Society) to see what your fellow Mythies are
up to. Our hashtag is #mythcon49 and the official channels will be sharing
hashtagged posts.
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